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“

Most people don’t ever think
about it, but there is something
gratifying about sitting on a
good, comfortable barstool.

”

Luke Lukey
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Most people don’t ever think
about it, but there is something
gratifying about sitting on a good,
comfortable barstool.
Unfortunately, over the years, the
number of American makers of
quality bar stools has dwindled
and today there are very few
options available for bars,
restaurants, sandwich shops and
discerning home owners. This is
why Taken Barstools has become
such a hit.
Based in Lynden, Washington
and owned by Charles “Luke”
Lukey and his wife Dana, Taken
Barstools continues the American
tradition of hand-crafting cast
metal, bolt-down barstools.

“I bought the business in 2016
from a gentleman in Oregon who
was retiring, and since then, we
have continued to grow” said
Luke. “Today we have customers
from coast to coast, ranging from
large chains to small bars and
private homes. There is something
special about knowing that every
day, hundreds, if not thousands of
people are sitting on one of the bar
stools we carefully engineered and
crafted.”
According to Luke, New York City
is one of his hottest markets. He
knows that when the phone rings in
the Taken Barstools office at 6:30
in the morning, chances are it’s a
bar owner or an interior designer
in New York looking for the best
barstool they can get.
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Seattle Classic
Original to Seattle, Washington
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Recently, one of his customers,
Zucker’s Bagels and Smoked
Fish, opened a new location
in Midtown Manhattan that
features 38 of Taken Barstools
“Seattle Classics” at their lunch
counter.
The busy restaurant was
looking for a domestic supplier
who could meet both their
demands for a quality product
and the customers’ need for
stools that are comfortable and
sturdy. Taken delivered on all
fronts.
Taken Barstools are made
from cast aluminum alloy and
reminiscent of the barstools
of yesteryear, complete with a
spinning solid oak wood seat.
Luke and Dana are dedicated
to maintaining the tradition
of quality, craftsmanship and
service that has always been
a hallmark of great American
craftspeople.
Apart from a few fasteners,
every Taken Barstool is
engineered, sourced and
finished in the United States.
“After buying the business, we
initially worked out of our small

“

We offer almost
unlimited customizing
on our standard
models.

”

Luke Lukey
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backyard workshop in the Ballard
neighborhood of Seattle. After a
year of growth, we realized we
needed more space,” said Dana
Lukey.
“We looked around our
neighborhood for a larger
workspace, but there was no
way we could compete with the
craft breweries and marijuana
businesses that were popping up
all over Seattle.
Then my sister-in-law, who lives
in Lynden, told us about a house
with a large barn that was for sale
near her. A few months later we
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moved into the new house with the
perfect facility. Now we no longer
have to compete for living room
space with barstools that are ready
to ship.”
The move also allowed Taken
Barstools to expand their offerings
to customers.
“Before it was a struggle to meet
all of the customers requests we
got from interior and restaurant
designers. We simply didn’t have
the space,” said Luke. “Now,
however, we offer almost unlimited
customizing on our standard
models.

Taken
Barstools are
made from
cast aluminum
alloy and
reminiscent of
the barstools
of yesteryear,
complete with
a spinning
solid oak wood
seat.
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Our most popular one is the Seattle
Classic, which can be customized
for height, base color, seat stain
color and more. Customers can
even get a chrome ring seat that has
a great 1950’s nostalgia feel.”
In addition to the square base
Seattle Classic, Taken Barstools
also offers stools that include a
more rounded style, called that
Ballard Roman, which is popular
with ice cream parlors and family
restaurants.
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“

We offer almost
unlimited customizing
on our standard
models.

”

Luke Lukey

Driving a lot of the demand for the
barstools is the Taken Barstools
website, TAKENBarstools.
com. Launched soon after the
Lukey’s bought the business, it
has continued to improve as the
business has grown.

“She has helped us with everything
from the website to messaging,
marketing strategy and our visual
identity. We’re really proud of all of it,
and we have a new installation guide
that I feel confident in saying is like
nothing else out there.

“Our design and marketing
partner, Lisa Stewart, has done a
fantastic job of helping us present
a consistent brand and marketing
message from the beginning,” said
Dana.

It’s well designed to help our
customers install their new Taken
Barstools and visually is probably
the nicest installation guide I’ve ever
seen.”
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Committing to bolt-down barstools requires a lot of trust on the part of
customers, and Taken Barstools wants to make sure that they have clear
instructions for the installation. It’s a big commitment to drill holes in your
floor and you only want to do it once.
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Ballard Roman
Original to Ballard, Washington.
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All of the hard work that the Lukey’s have put into Taken Barstools appears
to be paying off.
Recently they received a rush order
from the producers of the television
show Damnation, a USA Network
drama set in the 1930’s. The set
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designer was so excited to find that
Taken Barstools existed, and had the
stools in stock, that they paid to have
them shipped overnight to Calgary,
Canada.

Committing
to bolt-down
barstools
requires a lot
of trust on
the part of
customers.
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Luke and Dana are dedicated to

maintaining the tradition of quality,

craftsmanship, and service that has
always been a hallmark of great
American craftspeople.
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For the Lukey’s,
this journey is just beginning.
Luke and Dana spend their
weekends looking through flea
markets, scrap yards and yard
sales trying to find new designs
and inspirations that they can use
to expand the Taken Barstools line.
As they discover new designs, the
couple refurbishes them and put
them online to see what customers
think. It’s all part of building their
business.

“It’s exciting to see something
you’ve worked so hard on begin to
take root and grow,” says Luke.
“Dana and I were not sure what we
were getting ourselves into when
we bought the business, and it’s
been an interesting journey so far.
We are proud to be helping
continue the tradition of American
craftsmanship and excellence with
our barstools and are pleased that
we have so many happy customers
who feel the same way.”
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Our Values

Our Promise
We promise to build historically accurate, reliable cast
metal base barstools for your clients or bar/restaurant.
Engineered for precision, durability, and reliability.
Guaranteed.
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“

We believe in preserving
turn-of-the-century barstool
authenticity and making them
accessible to bars and
fine restaurants.

”

Luke & Dana
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